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Question No : 1 

What is thin computing?  

 

A. A process of making applications available on mobile devices instead of PCs  

 

B. A layer in client virtualization that provides the user access into the infrastructure  

 

C. Desktop computers that have only the minimum features to access the internet  

 

D. Reducing the PC requirements by adopting cloud services instead of locally installed applications  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 2  

What is a thin client?  

 

A. a thin Ultrabook connected to the network  

 

B. a traditional PC with smaller and thinner physical form  

 

C. a device with minimal connectivity to connect to Internet  

 

D. an access appliance (to virtual client) with no moving parts and no local storage  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 3  

If a customer has already chosen a client-virtualization software supplier, what should you find out?  

 

A. Whether they have chosen VMware, Microsoft, or Citrix  

 

B. Whether they have chosen Microsoft, Sun Microsystems, or Linux  

 

C. Whether they have chosen PCs. thin clients, or mobile clients  

 

D. Whether they have chosen Apple Adobe or VMware  

 

Answer: C  
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Question No : 4 

What are some of the customer benefits of thin computing? (Select three.)  

 

A. More choices of network connectivity  

 

B. Reduced desktop footprint g improved data security  

 

C. Increased software capabilities  

 

D. Increased computing power  

 

E. Reduced energy consumption  

 

Answer: A,C,E  

 

 

Question No : 5  

What is a benefit of virtualized clients that is important to end-users?  

 

A. Simplified management  

 

B. Lower costs  

 

C. Fast, PC-like performance  

 

D. Unprecedented data security  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 6  

Why is Dell the closest compelitor to HP in the worldwide thin client market?  

 

A. They purchased Wyse and have renewed their focus on thin client sales.  

 

B. Other vendors besides HP and Dell have not invested money in building market share in thin client 

sales.  

 

C. They have limited their thin client sales to strategic markets, such as education, government, and call 

centers  

 

D. They purchased the IBM thin client lineup when IBM decided to focus on enterprise computing only.  
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Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 7 

Which type of processors are available in HP t620 and t620 Plus flexible thin clients?  

 

A. NvidiaTegra  

 

B. Samsung Exynos  

 

C. Dual core or quad core  

 

D. Eight core or sixteen core  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 8  

What is client virtualization?  

 

A. Virtualization hosted by HP for customer clients  

 

B. A suite of systems that provides all PC-client services and resources, that includes thin-client as the 

access device  

 

C. Factory optimized secure Web hosting that uses secure socket layers  

 

D. The client/server relationship between a standalone computer and the rest of the network environment  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 9  

Which question is best for discovery and assessment?  

 

A. Are you interested in thin clients?  

 

B. Why are you interested in thin clients technology?  

 

C. Is an HP t$20 flexible thin client the best product for you?  

 

D. Do you have more than 30 employees?  
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Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 10 

Which type of customer presents the best opportunity to sell HP client virilization?  

 

A. a small installation, such as a retail store or a service shop  

 

B. a high-density installation, such as a help center, a trading center, or a school  

 

C. a customer in the oil or gas exploration industry who needs access to applications while in remote 

locations with limited data connectivity  

 

D. a business In the media and entertainment Industry that needs dedicated graphics cards (or their 

application  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 11  

Why is it important to conduct a discover meeting with your clients?  

 

A. It helps you determine where they are in the process of moving towards client visualization.  

 

B. It provides the perfect opportunity to showcase your client visualization hardware.  

 

C. It helps you show your Knowledge of client-virtualization.  

 

D. It provides an opportunity to talk about HP's integration with industry leading client-virtualization ISVs  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 12  

Which indicator will help you to recommend the correct choice of thin clients?  

 

A. CPU performance requirements  

 

B. Maturity in the market place  

 

C. Concern about environmental impact  

 

D. New in the decision process  
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Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 13 

What does the HP Storage Works XP Disk Array enable a customer to do?  

 

A. manage an unlimited number of virtual clients  

 

B. virtualize nearly 250 petabytes  

 

C. virtualize nearly 500 desktops  

 

D. pushes virtual images to thin clients  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 14  

What is the next step In HP's thin client sales approach after identifying the opportunity?  

 

A. Close the sale, and deploy the solution.  

 

B. Engage other resources that can help win the sale, and conduct a technical evaluation.  

 

C. Identify and sell on capability of customization, and emphasize that channel partners are a route to 

market.  

 

D. Research the customer, and build a plan to conduct a quality discovery, assessment, and qualifying 

meeting.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 15  

What is included in the pre-work conducted before a sales call?  

 

A. Interviews with users in the customer's workforce  

 

B. Engaging the software vendor to build the correct solution  

 

C. Analysis of the customer's network infrastructure  

 

D. A review of information about the customer online  
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